
Slow cooker Techwood TMJ-450 Ref: 3760196092902
Slow cooker Techwood TMJ-450

4.5 liter capacity - Cook for the whole family!
Dreaming of convenient and delicious cooking for the whole family? The Techwood TMJ-450, a unique slow cooker with a capacity of 4.5
liters, will make your culinary dreams come true! Now preparing delicious dishes for your loved ones becomes child's play. You no longer
have to worry about the capacity of the pots or the excess work in the kitchen. Thanks to the huge capacity of the Techwood TMJ-450
slow cooker, you can easily cook tasty dishes for a whole week. Prepare healthy stews, flavorful soups or juicy meats - all with ease and
in one pot!
 
Innovative technology for better cooking results
The Techwood TMJ-450 isn't just about capacity, it's also about advanced technology that ensures the perfect taste and texture of your
dishes. Thanks to the cooling steel walls, you will maintain the optimal cooking temperature, which guarantees even heat distribution. In
addition, the slow cooker features four thermostat positions, from "Stop" to "Keep warm," allowing you to easily control and adjust the
temperature  to  suit  your  specific  dish.  Discover  a  new  dimension  of  cooking  with  the  Techwood  TMJ-450  and  enjoy  great  flavors  like
never before!
 
Convenience and safety at the highest level
The Techwood TMJ-450 is not only an excellent cooker, but also safe and convenient to use. Equipped with a durable ceramic pot that
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can  be  easily  removed  and  cleaned  after  use.  A  glass  lid  protects  the  inside  of  the  slow  cooker,  allowing  you  to  control  the  cooking
process without opening the lid.  In  addition,  the slow cooker is  equipped with non-slip feet  and handles to ensure stability  and safety
during use. We are proud to present the Techwood TMJ-450 - an innovative, safe and elegant slow cooker that will  make your cooking
easier, making your food even tastier and healthier!
 
Brand.
Techwood
Model
TMJ-450
Capacity
4.5 liters
Power supply:
230V ~ / 50Hz
Additional functions
Stainless steel cold walls
4 thermostat positions
Removable ceramic heatproof pot
Safety glass lid
Non-slip feet and tank
Insulated handles and lid knob.

Price:

€ 32.00

Small appliances, Other
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